
Mobile Application and Web Design: HTML and JavaScript
Project 03: Events, Handlers and Interaction
Marist School

Description:

In this project you will implement a playlist webpage that features a text box and button for user 
interaction.  Key concepts include user interface objects in the <form> element, events, and listeners.  
In addition, you will experiment with storing persistent data in webpages using the hosts browser 
storage.  Finally, you will create your “List” app with persistent data storage based on the ideas from 
the Playlist App.

Reading:

Head First HTML 5 Programming: Chapter 3: Events, Handlers, and all that Jazz.

Process:

1.  Start the Chrome Dev Editor and create a new project called “Project03”  (Or, you can log into the 
file manager, create a folder called Project03 and develop directly on the server.)

2. Create an HTML file called “playlist.html”.



3. Implement the code on page 87 of the textbook in playlist.html.  The example code and resulting 
web page are shown below:



4.   You will note that when you click the button on the page, nothing happens.  Create a new file called
“playlist.js” and write the following code to test the handler, listener, and event concepts.

5.  The resulting web page and button should look like:



6.  Now that the base of the page and code work.  Complete the implementation of the list creator by 
changing the code of “playlist.js” to match the example on page 101.

7.  Note that our example does not look like the examples from the textbook:



8.  That is because the example from the textbook has a “Cascading Style Sheet” (CSS) code that 
defines the look of the <li> items.  To have our page match the text, first create a new file in Project03 
called “playlist.css”

9.  To save typing, we will copy and paste the CSS code.  Go to 
http://nebomusic.net/htmllessons/resources/playlist.css and copy the code to the “playlist.css” you just 
created.

Note that there are many syntax concepts we have not covered yet.  CSS documents define the visual 
appearance of a webpage and make it possible to quickly change the visual style of an entire website 
with one document.  For now, we will use this sheet.  However, feel free to explore and experiment by 
changing the settings.  Note that color is defined by the (#RRGGBB) where a hexadecimal number 
defines the red, green, and blue color channels.  You can go to 
http://www.w3schools.com/colors/colors_picker.asp for an online tool to select colors and see the 
hexadecimal code.

http://nebomusic.net/htmllessons/resources/playlist.css
http://www.w3schools.com/colors/colors_picker.asp


10.  We now need to modify the playlist.html code to use the stylesheet.  Go to playlist.html and add 
the following line of code to reference the stylesheet:

11.   Now the playlist app should look like:



12.  Notice that every time your 'refresh' the app the playlist items disappear.  We need to create a way 
for the data to be stored persistently in the browser's memory.  Modern web browsers allow up to 5 MB
of data to be stored per webpage.  Later in the course we will examine in detail how data storage works.
For this lesson, code is provided to allow for data storage.

Create a new file called “playlist_store.js”.  The code for this new file is located on page 105 of the 
textbook.  You can also get the text of the code at 
http://nebomusic.net/htmllessons/resources/playlist_store.js”.  

13.  We now need to modify the playlist.js code to account for the functions of loading the saved data 
and adding to the saved data.  Add the following lines of code to playlist.js:

http://nebomusic.net/htmllessons/resources/playlist_store.js


14.  Modify the “playlist.html” code to include a reference to “playlist_store.js”



14.  In order to test the data storage function, you will need to upload this project to the web server.  If 
you have not already, log into the file manager, create a directory called Project03 and upload all the 
code (playlist.html, playlist.css, playlist.js, playlist_store.js).  Then try the code from the server to see if
the storage works.  You can also to go “Chrome Settings – More Tools – Developer Tools” and select 
Application to see the stored data and key.

15.  Congratulations – you have implemented a Web App with persistent storage.    To complete this 
assignment you will create an Assignments Web App.  The requirements follow on the next page:



Assignments Web App Requirements:

1. In Project03 folder, create the following files
assignments.html
assignments.js
assignments_store.js
assignments.css

2. In assignments.html and using the <form> tag, create two forms for two different classes (like 
Algebra and Latin . . .)  An example is shown below:



3. Implement the assignments.js code to allow for adding of assignments.  Use the playlist.js as an 
example. You will need to account for having two buttons and forms.

4.  Create code in the assignments_store.js to allow for persistent data storage.  Again, use the 
playlist_store.js as an example.  For a challenge – figure out how to implement code to delete all the 
assignments in cone category.  

5.  Using the playlist.css as an example, create a CSS for your assignments.html page.  Experiment 
with colors to get different colors for each class.

6.  To complete this assignment, make sure the playlist.html and the assignments.html pages are loaded 
into your Project03 folder on the server.

Grading:

Completing the Playlist web app with persistent storage:  80 Points

Completing the Assignments web app with persistent storage: 15 Points.

Completing the Assignments web app with buttons for deleting data: 5 Points


